Security Transfer

Important: Completion of this process does not cause your contributed assets to be transferred to your fit account.

Please consult Liberty Hill Foundation and follow the transfer instructions listed below.

1. Donor should contact Delivering Institution to determine the transfer process.
2. Complete any necessary forms to authorize transfer.
3. Send the forms to Delivering Institution with proper routing instructions listed below.

Important: Make sure the DAF Name is included in the transfer so the contribution can be properly identified by Liberty Hill Foundation.

Routing Instructions:
DTC Eligible Securities
DTC Clearing Number: #0443
FBO: Liberty Hill Foundation
A/C Number: NAW015238

Cash Transfer

Important: Completion of this process does not cause your contributed assets to be transferred to your gift account.

Please consult Liberty Hill Foundation and follow the transfer instructions listed below.

Wire Transfer
Please contact the appropriate financial institution and provide the following transfer information:

ABA Number: 026003379
Account Number: 81072169
FBO/FFC: Liberty Hill Foundation
Bank: Amalgamated Bank
Memo Detail: Fund account number, fund name and/or Donor Name

Check
Payable to: Liberty Hill Foundation c/o Ren
Memo Detail: Donor name or Fund name
Send to:
Liberty Hill Foundation c/o Ren
8910 Purdue Road, Ste 555
Indianapolis, IN 46268

The Liberty Hill Foundation has public charity, nontaxable 501(c)(3) status in the United States. We rely on the annual support of many generous individuals, foundations, and corporations to sustain our grantmaking and community programs.